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Introduction

 Some do jobs for need, some for fun and some in 

lack of any other option. In this curious world one 

has lots of things to explore and same applies for 

the job which may get weird, unusual or dirty. Want 

to know how, then read further about some of the 

world’s most unconventional jobs.



Professional Pusher

 Japan is indeed a 

hardworking nation. It 

makes sure that all its 

people reach work on 

time and that's why 

Japan has employed 

people to push others 

into trains so that 

nobody's late for 

work.



Rental Boyfriend

 In Tokyo, if you have the money, finding a boyfriend is as easy as it 
gets. I don't really know what all the boyfriend will do, but it sure 
sounds fun. I'll be shifting to Tokyo the day the Japanese come up with 
the concept of 'Rental Girlfriends' .



Professional Sleeper

 My first reaction when I 
came across this job was... 
Wow! You actually get paid 
to... Sleep! Professional 
Sleepers doze off while 
scientists conduct research 
on sleep disorders. This has 
to be undoubtedly the most 
comfortable job on the 
planet.



Vomit Cleaner

 Some roller coasters dip, rise and turn at such crazy 
angles that your breakfast is bound to come out the 
wrong way. Amusement park owners knew this fact and 
thus this job came into being.



Deodorant Tester

 You have a habit of 

poking your nose into 

other people's business. 

Well, these people poke 

their noses into other 

people's armpits to test 

the odour-fighting powers 

of deodorants. Now 

that's what you call a 

stinking job.



Water Slide Tester

 All play and no work makes Jack a dull boy. Not in this case, because Jack's 
work involves a lot of playing in water. Water Slide Testers have to check all 
aspects of safety and make sure these rides are absolutely safe. There's 
always medical insurance for those who break a bone or two.



Chicken Sexer

 Sure, there are chics

involved, but still there's 

nothing sexy about this 

job. A chicken sexer's

job is to identify the 

gender of a baby 

chicken. That's about it.



Car Plate Blocker

 In a bid to reduce congestion on the roads, Iran has employed a 
strange policy where cars with number plates ending in odd and even 
numbers are allowed on roads on alternate days only. Iranians hire 
men to walk behind their cars so that the cameras don't capture their 
number plates . And I thought India was the only land of jugaad.



Pet Food Taster

 Whoever came up with 

this job must be a true-

blue animal lover or 

someone who likes to 

chew weird-tasting 

food. Do animals and 

humans have similar 

taste buds?



Professional Mourner

 You'll need these mourners if nobody gave a damn 
about you when you were alive. It's sad that you won't 
be able to see them mourn for you because you'd be in 
the coffin.



Furniture Tester

 As long as the furniture's 

not made of cactus, this 

job's pretty cool. You 

have to sit, wriggle and 

sleep on the furniture to 

asses its comfort. This job 

is so cool that it's weird.



Crime Scene Cleaner

 Specialized training, knowledge of deep cleaning 

equipment, attention to detail and above all valiant 

guts are mark up of Crime Scene Cleaner. A crime 

scene cleaner clears up the mess after the dirty 

offenses took place which may include cleaning of 

damage to walls, doors, stains of blood, bones or 

body parts. It is one of the dirtiest jobs in the world 

which may even lead to emotional disorders but 

someone has to do it after all.





Fortune Cookies Writer

 Many of you might have tried out virtual fortune 
cookies at Facebook, but these are actual yummy 
cookies baked with a fortune note inside it. Writing 
these fortunes for fortune cookie companies is 
actually a great way to earn. All one need is smart 
and creative imagination which can find fortune in 
small walks of life.

 If you want to be a Fortune Cookie Writer than 
your fortune has already begun I guess!!!!





Pet Psychic

 Pet psychics are animal communicators who by their telepathy 
techniques try to learn animal’s unsaid emotions. This job is preferably 
for animal lovers who find comfort in spending time with them. It does 
not actually need only formal training; all it need is care, love and 
understanding of body language.



Conclusion

 I think unusual jobs are a plenty in today’s time and 

age and its always interesting to explore some of 

the fun and unusual jobs out there, especially if 

you’re tired of your same old 9 to 5 job.

 An unusual job can be used to take a break from 

your existing career, to explore your time doing 

other things or simply because you feel like doing 

something different for a change.
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